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Morris the Moose has never been to the circus, so his friend Boris takes him there. When the

ringmaster invites Morris to be part of the show, the fun begins for everyone-except poor Boris!
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My son could not stop laughing when I first read him this book, and he requested it many times after

that. Morris (the moose) can never quite get things right, and Boris (the bear) becomes quite

exasperated trying to correct him. By the end of the book, Boris is pursuing Morris all over the circus

tent, much to the delight of the crowd - and the reader.This is probably the best of the "Morris and

Boris" series - it gives kids an introduction to the humor of word play and just plain silliness.

I loved Morris and Borris books when I was little ... I am so glad to have found them for my little girl

now! And I am even happier that she likes them as much as I did. Mr. Wiseman can not be

duplicated as a author ... he is simple cleaver and talented!This book was purchased at full price

and not part of any type of review or promotion of any type. I have no relationship of any type with

the author ... I simple like his books and want my daughter to have them and  is the only place I can

find to purchase them.



The Morris and Boris books are another set I was introduced to by my husband and his family. I

personally don't enjoy them as much as either the Frog and Toad series by Arnold Lobel or the

George and Martha series by James Marshall. Morris and Boris's friendship doesn't make any

sense in this book. They never seem to like each other and they are always arguing.In Morris and

Boris at the Circus, Morris decides to join the circus. Before the Ringmaster will hire him he has to

prove himself during a show. Boris tries to help Morris do a variety of things (acrobat, lion tamer,

performing dog, etc.) and he fails horribly at each task. Part of Morris's problem is he's an idiot and

a lot of story is wasted on Boris having to explain things to Morris repeatedly. Morris does finally

succeed at the expense of Boris. You can probably guess how.

My son has a little more difficulty reading this book, however he frequently ask read it as it is about

the circus. Nice pictures just takes more time to finish.

Morris and Boris book brought back memories of my children when they were little. Now my

grandchild loves it. Arrived fast

It is a good book for my son summer reading going into 2nd grade. We were able to read together in

one sitting.

Full of band puns....so perfect for kids 4 to 8. We love all the Morris and Boris stories.

My 3 year old didn't find this very interesting. Maybe he's just not ready for it yet.
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